We present an analysis of the memory usage for six of the Java programs in the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite. Most of the programs are real-world applications with high demands on the memory system. For each program, we measured as much low level data as possible, including age and size distribution, type distribution, thread-local objects, and the overhead of object alignment. Among other things, we found that non-pointer data usually represents more than 50% of the allocated space for instance objects, that Java objects are fairly small, and that a large fraction of objects is never accessible outside the thread that allocated it.
Introduction
Java has brought garbage collection to the mainstream, being the first truly popular language in the C/C++ tradition that requires garbage collection (GC). Since Java differs in many respects from other languages requiring GC, such as Smalltalk, ML, or Lisp, the GC behavior of Java programs may well differ from that of programs written in other languages.
To understand the GC performance of a system, one must study the allocation behavior of the targeted applications. Every GC implementation leaves room for a waggonload of knobs and levers which impact performance, but tuning is difficult since the right settings depend on the characteristics of the executed program, which again depends greatly on language features and implementation style. To better identify and optimize garbage collectors, implementors need detailed empirical information about the allocation behavior of applications. For that reason, many published studies analyze the allocation behavior in the context of several languages, including Smalltalk, SML/NJ, Lisp, C, and C++ [Ung86, SM94, HMN97, HH+98, Zor89, ZG92, DDZ94]. However, no in-depth analysis of Java programs has been published to date, in part because of the lack of a standardized benchmark suite.
In this paper, we present the first in-depth analysis of the memory usage of realistic Java programs. Our study is based on the programs of the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite recently released by the System Performance Evaluation Corporation [SPEC98] . Most programs are real-world applications with high demands on the memory system. popular SPEC benchmarks measure various system aspects such as CPU, NFS, and Web server performance.
SPECjvm98 is shipped as a set of Java class files and is intended to measure the efficiency of Java Virtual Machine (JVM) implementations, i.e., the combination of JIT compiler, runtime system, OS, and hardware platform. The individual programs were chosen by the SPEC member companies based on several criteria including high bytecode content, flat execution profile (no tiny loops), repeatability, heap usage and allocation rate, and either I-cache or D-cache misses on the reference platform. Most of the tests represent real applications and use both, integer and floating-point computation, library calls, and some I/O; however, AWT (window), network, and graphics are not covered in this suite. As a result, the SPEC benchmarks all execute little native code in the Java System Classes, and no program contains application-specific native code. All programs except one (mtrt) are single-threaded.
SPECjvm98 consists of eight different tests (see Table 1 ); seven are used for computing the performance score, one (check) validates the correctness of the VM. This test does not contribute to the result but must be executed correctly in order to obtain a valid score; we omit it from all our numbers. We also exclude mpegaudio since it barely allocates any data.
For all benchmarks, SPEC provides three different inputs referred to as "problem size 100, 10, and 1". Although the input names may suggest so, SPECjvm98 does not scale linearly (i.e., input size 10 does not run in 1/10th the space or 1/10th the time). Only the largest input may be used to publish benchmark results; all our runs use this input unless mentioned otherwise. Some of the programs (compress, jack, javac) iterate multiple times over the same input, which explains the repetitive shape of some graphs (for an example, see Figure 3 ). a Total size of all class files that where delivered as part of the actual application. These numbers do not include the harness code or JVM system classes. b These numbers are based on our simulation and exclude space consumed by alignment, handle space, extra header words etc.; see section 4.3 for a details. The SPECjvm98 documentation reports significantly higher numbers, but we have verified that real JVM implementations (e.g., Sun's JDK 1.2) closely correlate with the numbers given here. c Run time on the SPEC reference machine, a 133MHz IBM PowerPC 604 running an interpreter. In order to produce valid results, SPEC requires the user to run all applications through a harness which sets up the environment and times the experiment. In this study we too use the harness to start our programs and therefore add a constant but small amount of mostly long-lived data to all our results.
Program Descriptions
We now describe the six analyzed programs in more detail.
compress implements file compression and uncompression. It performs five iterations over a set of five tar files, each of them between 0.9Mbytes and 3Mbytes large. Each file is read in, compressed, the result is written to memory, then read again, uncompressed, and finally the new file size is checked.
In every cycle, compress allocates two large byte arrays for input and output; other than that, it allocates very few other heap objects. As a result, the live profile compress looks somewhat odd-rather than a continuous curve we see several vertical bars only, because we plot large object allocations as single data points followed by a gap whose length corresponds to the age of the object. Since compress has no long sequence of small allocation requests, no continuous curve can form. (Section 5.1 discusses our treatment of large objects in more detail.)
Although we believe that compress is not a typical representative of an object-oriented application we did not drop it from our suite since we assume that Java applications in the style of compress do exist. However, we sometimes exclude it from general statements made in this paper where it doesn't conform with the general trend.
db is the only program in this study that is not derived from a real-world application. It simulates a simple database management system with a file of persistent records and a list of transactions as inputs. The task is to first build up the database by parsing the records file and then to apply the transactions to this set. Accordingly, db has a very distinct live heap profile: the heap size grows linearly during the building of the database but stays at a fixed level for the entire time of the execution of the transactions.
jack is a commercial application (a parser generator) and is therefore shipped without source code. From our traces, we know that jack performs 16 iterations of building up a live heap structure and collapsing it again. According to the SPEC documentation, it repeatedly generates a parser from the same input. Because no data survives between iterations, jack can run in a fairly small live heap.
javac is the JDK 1.0.2 Java compiler iterating four times over several thousand lines of Java code; the source code of jess serves as input for javac.
jess is an expert system which reads a list of facts about several word games from an input file and attempts to solve the riddles. Although the run is computationally intensive and allocates a lot of memory, jess does not store temporary results for a prolonged time. Thus, the live heap stays at a relatively constant level for the entire run of the application, even though new objects are allocated continuously.
mtrt raytraces a picture by dividing the input data in sections and starting a new working thread for every section. It is the only multithreaded application in our suite. Unfortunately, even the largest problem size currently does not create more than two work threads. In addition, the threads do not yield voluntarily which means that our tracer, which is based on a JDK with cooperative thread model, executes them sequentially [Hol98] . We therefore hesitate to consider mtrt a truly multithreaded program.
Experimental Setup
Or experimental setup consists of two independent phases (Figure 1 ). First, an instrumented version of Sun's JDK 1.1.5 VM produces a trace file while executing the benchmark application. In the second phase, a simu-lator (written in Java) reads this trace and simulates allocation, pointer assignments, and garbage collections while computing the statistics shown in the rest of the paper. The next two sections describe these two components.
Tracer
We modified the Sun JDK1.1.5 VM to log all runtime information of interest. The recorded events include object creation, updates to the heap, stack, and operand stack, and method invocation. To reduce the trace size, we do not record updates to non-reference variables. Despite this restriction, and even with a reasonably space-efficient encoding of the trace events and subsequent compression with GNU gzip, trace lengths range up to 1.5 gigabytes. Together, the traces for all benchmarks comprise more than 4.5 gigabytes of data.
On object creation, the tracer records the class, bytes allocated (for arrays), and object ID. Since the JDK1.1.5 can relocate heap objects we only use handle addresses-not real addresses-for identification.
The JDK VM assigns a handle to every heap object to support heap compaction. This handle is nothing more than a forwarding pointer; all object references use it rather than referring to the object directly. If the VM now decides to relocate an object, it updates the forwarding pointer (as opposed to all object references). Consequently, a handle address never changes during the lifetime of its object, which makes it an ideal object identifier.
Together with the recorded heap stores, the object creation data is sufficient to reconstruct heap structures and the complete object allocation history from the trace. The trace also contains method invocation/return events as well as the operands of any bytecode that affects pointers in the stack or operand stack; these trace records allow the simulator to reconstruct pointers from the stack.
We currently ignore pointer stores from C code, since the JDK 1.1.5 VM contains too many places that directly manipulate Java objects without going through the JNI interface. In order to determine the impact of this simplification, and to compensate for it in the simulator, the trace file augments some events with the expected value of the result, even though the simulator should be able to deduce it from the current state. For example, pointer loads record the value being loaded. For the same reason, the trace also records the handles of objects freed by the JDK VM, although we are not interested in (or dependent on) the JVM's GC algorithm. Fortunately, omitting stores from native code has a negligible impact on our results; we will discuss the exact impact in detail in the next section. 
Simulator
The second component of our experimental setup consists of a heap simulator written in Java. The simulator reads and interprets the trace file to reconstruct heap and stack activity, and performs a garbage collection at fixed intervals to determine object lifetimes. For every Java object allocated by the application, the simulator creates a SimObject instance to hold the pointer fields of the application object, to capture a variety of GCrelevant information, and to provide additional space for temporary counters and markers.
While simulating the heap activity of the application, the simulator gathers a variety of statistics. All of our experiments are coded as independent units, each of which creates its own, sometimes partially redundant, output data. Most experiments are event-driven, registering their interest in certain events (e.g., new_object, free_object) so that the simulator calls them back whenever these events occur.
Since most of our experiments distinguish between live and dead objects, the simulator performs exact garbage collections on the simulated heap. Currently, we force a full collection after every 50 Kbytes 1 of allocation; we believe that a finer resolution is unlikely to improve the result but would slow down the simulation significantly. (A typical simulation currently takes about four days on a 300MHz UltraSPARC workstation.)
When the simulator determines that an object is unreachable, it notifies the registered statistics objects and moves the SimObject to a "zombie" region. Because the trace does not contain references from the JVM's C code, an object might appear dead in the simulated heap but actually is still alive in the real application. Once the trace reports that the JDK GC has indeed freed the zombie object, the simulator discards it. However, if the object is still live, the simulator will discover that the next time it is referenced. In that case, the simulator resurrects the object and notifies the statistics objects to correct their data. As discussed in the previous section, the trace data contains some redundant information to detect these premature deaths and to recover from them. Table 2 shows that the simulator often resurrects fewer than 250 objects. Only in javac and jack does it retrieve a larger amount of zombies, but even there those objects make up for less than 0.4% of all allocated objects. In addition, a single object might get resurrected multiple times, so that the actual error would be even smaller than shown. Also, any error will show up only for a limited segment of the simulation, that is, from the point where the simulator falsely collects an object until it gets resurrected (detected error) or the JDK1.1.5 frees the original.
We believe these numbers are a strong indication that the inaccuracies introduced by ignoring native code are minor and do not influence our results. Because none of the applications in SPECjvm98 adds its own native code, only native code in the standard Java system classes could potentially cause a discrepancy. 1 All graphs in this paper are based on 50 Kbyte intervals. During our analysis we also used 10 Kbyte intervals for better accuracy. However, we found no significant differences between 10 Kbytes and 50 Kbytes. To verify the correctness of the Simulator, we compared the simulation results to numbers reported by the tracing VM. For example, we ran the Tracer with -verbosegc and compared the result to our simulator data in order to verify total allocation size. We also added extra counters to monitor the overhead of 8-byte alignment, the amount of memory still live at the end of the applications, and many others. All numbers obtained by the Tracer agreed closely with those of the Simulator. When adding experiments to the Simulator, we usually implemented two algorithms and made sure the outcome was identical. For example, we would update the live heap counter dynamically on every death event. In addition, we would periodically scan a snapshot of the live heap and determine the size. Finally, we cross-checked all our experiments for consistency. The sum of all 'live bytes of type X' numbers in one experiment, for instance, must correspond to 'currently live bytes' measured in another experiment.
To make sure that our Tracer did not miss important events, we kept a log of all warnings issued by the Simulator due to resurrection, recovery points and other state inconsistencies. If warnings appeared multiple times, we isolated the problem in the trace file and debugged the Tracer.
Object Model
To keep this study as general as possible, we only consider aspects that are likely to occur universally in Java implementations. That is, we abstract away effects that are implementation dependent, such as fragmentation, object or field alignment, special object headers, etc. The resulting object model (see Figure 2) is simple yet close to that of a realistic implementation.
Regular objects contain a class pointer and an arbitrary number of fields; we assume that there are no additional header words. All fields are word aligned and the simulator does not attempt to pack smaller fields. For example, a Point object with integer fields x and y consumes 12 bytes of heap space. Similarly, arrays also contain a class pointer, followed by a 32-bit length field and enough space to host cell_size x length array elements, where the cell size (1, 2, 4, or 8 bytes) depends on the array element type. For example, an integer array of size 1, a char array of size 2, and a byte array of size 4 all consume 12 bytes. Since virtually all processors either require 32-bit aligned addresses or impose a significant penalty on nonaligned addresses, we assume that all objects are aligned to 32 bits, so any fractional words (e.g., in a byte array of size 1) are padded up to the next word boundary. We make no further alignment assumptions (such as 64-bit alignment for long or double) since the space impact of such alignments depends heavily on allocator choices (e.g., unified heaps vs. BiBOP allocation).
Similarly, we do not reserve space for an element type pointer in reference arrays even though this type is required for array store checks. Some VMs (e.g., Sun's JDK 1.1.5 VM) add this extra word to all reference arrays. But a VM could also store the element type in the array class object, eliminating the per-array overhead. Since reference arrays are usually fairly large, we don't expect this issue to make a difference one way or the other. Finally, we assume class objects to have a class pointer and enough space to accommodate the static fields, but we ignore all metadata such as method blocks, field blocks, constant pools, etc. Even though the class metadata might add up to several Kbytes of data, it is up to the JVM implementor to decide where and how it should be stored. For example, the JDK 1.1.5 allocates a 100 bytes struct on the heap for every class object which points to the remaining metadata in the C heap. In any case, the total allocation for all six SPECjmv98 programs is so high that the overhead added for class objects has no influence on any of our results. Figure 3 shows the amount of live data for each application; for better readability the graph on the right shows an enlarged subsection of the same data. As is customary in GC-related work, we measure time (xaxis) in terms of Mbytes allocated. This metric is popular because the number of bytes allocated correlates directly with the amount of work that allocator and GC have to invest.
Experimental Results

Heap Size and Object Lifetimes
The peak value of each curve in Figure 3 indicates the minimum heap size required to run the program to completion. The data points of all graphs are spaced 50Kbytes apart since the simulator performs a garbage collection after every 50Kbytes of allocation. jack, for example, generates a very distinct live heap curve which oscillates sixteen times between 0.4 and 1 Mbyte, with peaks spaced at 9Mbytes, because jack allocates approximately 9Mbytes in every of its sixteen iterations. Most of this data dies soon but a little more than 1Mbyte stays alive until the end of one cycle, at which point it collapses into a remainder of 0.4Mbytes.
If an allocated object is larger than 50Kbytes, the graphs will show a gap whose length corresponds to the size of the object just allocated. This effect is especially apparent in compress which allocates mostly large arrays. Because compress allocates virtually no other data, these arrays cause the curve to take the shape of a series of vertical bars were the height of each bar and the distance from the one to the right represents the size of the allocated object. (Refer to section 3.1 for a description of compress.)
Although all but one of the SPECjvm98 programs allocate more than 100 Mbytes of memory, they can all run in a fairly small heap (less than 8 Mbytes) if runtime performance is not an issue. Also, the maximum live heap size is established at a relatively early point in time, which may be important in the presence of automatic heap expansion; none of the applications would require a heap expansion after the first quarter of execution. jack and javac both repeatedly build up large live structures that collapse instantaneously when the phase terminates. db, jess and mtrt, on the other hand, maintain a constant amount of live data until the The graphs show the amount of bytes that are currently live over the total amount of space allocated up to that point. For example, after 10 Mbytes of allocation, the live heap of db is slightly larger than 6 Mbytes. The right graph shows an enlarged portion of the left graph.
very end of the application, either because the same data structure is kept alive or, as in jess, because dying objects are continuously replaced with new allocations. Figure 4 shows the object age distributions. As in the previous figure, the x axis is measured in Mbytes of allocation, but for age distribution we treat large allocation requests differently by clipping them at 50 Kbytes. In other words, if a one-megabyte array becomes garbage before the allocation of the next object, its age is 50 Kbytes, not 1 Mbyte. We believe that clipping makes sense because the main reason the GC community is interested in age distribution is to estimate the success of generational GC and to determine the optimal configuration. Without clipping, large objects would otherwise automatically look long-lived even when, in fact, they die shortly after allocation. Although the allocation of a large object uses up heap space, it would not trigger an equal amount of GC work, thus justifying an age definition that presents it as "young".
1
In the SPECjvm98 suite, clipping only affects compress, which allocates around 105 Mbytes but whose age distribution appears to end at 8Mbytes. Essentially, after allocating a large byte array compress performs long allocation-free computations after which the array becomes garbage. Thus, even though the array is live for many seconds of real time, it appears very short-lived to the garbage collector.
The age distributions of the SPECjvm98 applications confirm the weak generational hypothesis [Gon95] that most objects die young, although the effect is not as pronounced as for other programming languages. For example, Stefanovic and Moss report that only 2-8% of all allocated bytes survive for more than 100 Kbytes in four SML/NJ applications [SM94] , and Ungar measured that only 6.6% of Smalltalk objects survive 140 Kbytes of allocation [Ung86] . In contrast, 1%-40% of the SPECjvm98 objects are still live after 100 Kbytes (with jess on the lower and db on the upper end, ignoring compress). Even after one megabyte of allocation, 21% of all allocated bytes are still live in javac, 12% in db, and 8% in jack.
This data implies that Java, too, can benefit from generational GC, which allows to collect younger objects more aggressively. However, the nursery of a Java heap should be substantially larger than for functional languages such as ML or Smalltalk.
The age distribution for older objects is very application-dependent; most applications show clusters of objects dying at roughly the same age, leading to sudden steep drops in the age distribution graph. Only jack and javac show relatively smooth age distributions. This observation is consistent with Hayes' study of the 1 We are currently experimenting with an alternative treatment for large objects. Instead of clipping objects over 50Kbytes, we now dedicate a part of the simulator heap to a special large object area for allocation requests over 1Kbytes. Since we assume that objects in this area would be treated differently by a garbage collector, we plan to exclude them from normal age distribution graphs. behavior of old objects [Hay91] , and suggests that multi-generation collectors would not necessarily work for Java. Instead, it is worth investigating techniques such as Hayes' key object opportunism.
Instance Objects vs. Arrays
We now turn to analyses of heap composition, starting with the distinction between instance objects and arrays. A garbage collector may want to treat arrays specially, particularly if they are reference-free (e.g., strings). The left graph in Figure 5 .1 shows that all applications initially allocate mostly arrays. Part of these objects can be attributed to JVM initialization; the VM allocates the first 160 Kbytes-mostly byte arraysbefore the user application is even started. The SPEC benchmark harness and the actual benchmark setup also appear to require a higher ratio of array allocations. However, after 10-20 Mbytes of allocation most applications stabilize with an array to instance object ratio of around 1:1. Only mtrt allocates more than twice as many instance objects than arrays over the entire run.
The right graph of Figure 5 shows arrays as a fraction of live objects only. Here, the trends are less clear, and we cannot easily generalize them. However, although the fraction of arrays in the live heap varies significantly from 25% to close to 100%, every application appears to maintain a fairly constant ratio over the entire execution. Most applications do show several extreme spikes, but when correlated with Figure 3 it becomes clear that these spikes occur when most instance objects die at the end of an input data set. Apparently, the arrays are live for the entire execution time, thus causing the variations to appear disproportionately large when the live heap contracts sharply.
Reference Density
We now investigate how much of the allocated space contains references rather than primitive types (e.g., bytes or integers). Again, we distinguish objects by instance objects vs. arrays, since only instance objects can mix reference and non-reference fields. Although our object model includes a class pointer in every object, we do not count it as a reference but rather as a non-reference in this section. The class pointer may well be special-cased in a GC implementation since it is immutable unless class objects are copied. If garbage collection of class objects is switched off altogether (e.g., JDK1.1.5 with -noclassgc), it does not even have to be scanned. The graphs show the amount of array bytes (right graph) and live array bytes (left) as a fraction of total bytes allocated (left) and the live heap size (right); time is measured in allocated bytes. For example, after 100 Mbytes of allocation, 40% of jess' heap is used for arrays but close to 70% of all live objects are arrays.
higher fraction of references; the latter ends with a total of 66% allocated for references. Three of the programs, jack, javac, and jess, generally have a balanced live heap with between 45-50% of non-reference bytes. Again, the periodic heap contractions in these programs let these applications appear more irregular than they are. The other three programs also maintain a fairly constant reference density in their live heap with between 65% and 98% of the live space dedicated to non-references.
This data helps estimate the number of pointers a collector must scan and update. However, some non-reference fields are easier to skip than others; in particular, non-reference arrays are faster to skip than non-reference fields scattered throughout instance objects. Thus, we now refine the data presented in Figure 6 by separating out arrays ( Figure 7 ) and instance objects (Figure 8 ).
1
The behavior for arrays varies widely among programs, with some allocating non-reference arrays almost exclusively (compress), others allocating hardly any non-reference arrays (jess), and the rest in-between.
1 Unlike in Figure 6 , the complements in these graphs do not show (reference arrays) and (reference fields in instances) but rather (reference arrays + all instances) and (reference fields in instances + all arrays), respectively. 
Figure 7. Fraction of non-reference bytes in arrays
The graphs show the amount of non-reference array bytes (left graph) and live non-reference array bytes (right) as a fraction of total bytes allocated resp. live heap; time is measured in allocated bytes. In jess, for example, after 50 Mbytes of allocation, only 1.5% of the space is allocated for nonreference arrays, but over 25% of the live objects at this point are non-reference arrays.
Non-reference fields from instance objects show a somewhat more uniform pattern, with three applications around 25%, jess and mtrt considerably higher, and compress at zero.
Since we were surprised to see such a high fraction of non-reference fields in instances, we investigated the possibility of segregating instances that contain no references other than the class pointer. However, Figure 9 suggests that segregation is unlikely to work well in the general case; only mtrt creates a significant amount of reference-free instance objects.
Heap Composition
Since the previous section revealed that arrays and even non-reference arrays are fairly frequent, we now show what kinds of arrays occur most frequently. 1 None of the SPECjvm98 programs allocates a significant number of arrays of type boolean, double, float, int, or short. In Figure 10 as well as in all following 1 Note that Java does not have true multidimensional arrays; for example, Java represents a two-dimensional int array as a one-dimensional reference array whose elements are int arrays (the rows of the two-dimensional array). 
Figure 8. Fraction of non-reference bytes in instances
The graphs show the amount of non-reference instance bytes (left) and live non-reference instance bytes (right) as a fraction of total bytes allocated resp. live heap; time is measured in allocated bytes. In jess, for example, after 50 Mbytes of allocation, over 50% of the space is allocated for nonreference instance field bytes, but only 20% of the live bytes at this point are non-reference instance field bytes. The graphs show the amount of bytes consumed by reference-free (expect for the class pointer) instance objects (left) and reference-free live instance objects (right) as a fraction of total bytes allocated resp. live heap; time is measured in allocated bytes. In mtrt, for example, after 100 Mbytes of allocation, 65% of the space is allocated for reference-free instance objects; 45% of the live bytes at this point are from reference-free instance objects.
graphs, these arrays are summarized as "other arrays." All programs allocate less than 2% for those arrays except for mtrt (up to 20%).
Other object kinds (instance objects, byte, char, and reference arrays) are all fairly common throughout the entire suite, although individual programs may not use certain types of arrays. Only instance objects are represented with at least 45% in all but compress. Often, instance objects and one other array type consume 85-99% of all allocated space. However, the dominant kinds depend entirely on the application: db and jess contain a high fraction of reference arrays, jack and javac both allocate around 40% for char arrays, and mtrt allocates instance objects almost exclusively. For some programs, the distribution stabilizes after some time (jack, jess) but not in others (db, mtrt). An informal study of other applications confirmed this trend: many applications allocate the bulk of their space for very few kinds, with one or two of them dominating the heap. These results suggest that it may be worthwhile to segregate non-reference arrays.
The picture changes when taking only live objects into consideration ( Figure 11 ). As seen previously, the "live only" graphs contain some noise caused by the heap contractions at the end of each repetition. Ignoring these spikes, the live heaps show a relatively even distribution that often differs markedly from the numbers presented in Figure 10 . For example, db allocates 58% of its space for instance objects, 34% for reference arrays, and only 6% for char arrays, but appears to keep most of those char arrays alive. Thus, its live heap contains about 50% char arrays but only 13% of reference arrays. In general, char arrays are more common in the live heap than their percentage of total allocation might suggest.
The differences between the composition of the live heap versus the total allocated suggest that basic types have different age distributions. For example, one would intuitively expect char arrays, which often represent strings, to be rather small and either very short-lived (for temporary results) or permanent. In the next few graphs we investigate age distribution and average object size separated by object kind. Figure 12 and Figure 13 both show the same numbers (age distribution), but the former organizes the data per application whereas the latter presents it by object kind for the three most frequent kinds. To make the graphs easier to read, we eliminated any line that would represent less than 5% of total allocation; in that case, the line's label is marked with the letter X. However, is still useful to keep in mind that not all object For every application the graphs show the fraction of the total allocated space that is dedicated to a certain object type; time is measured in allocated bytes. For example, after 100 Mbytes of allocation, the heap for javac consists of 48% instance objects, 40% char arrays, 9% reference arrays, 1% byte arrays, and 2% other array types.
kinds are equally important, and to correlate these graphs with the actual heap composition shown in Figure 10 .
As discussed in section 5.1, a large fraction of objects dies very young. In jess, for example, most objects don't even survive the first 50Kbytes of allocation which at this resolution makes the upper graph in Figure 12 appear blank. Often, most longer-living data is of one type. db keeps mostly char arrays, jack retains reference arrays, and mtrt uses some longer living arrays of various types. Again, the age distribution graphs show marked steep drop; only jess shows a smooth age distribution (especially for instance objects and reference arrays). It might be worthwhile to use an adaptive strategy which recognizes those long-lived types and collects them less aggressively.
Even compress seems to keep only instance objects for a prolonged time. However, in this case the numbers might be slightly misleading due to the fact that we clip large object allocations to 50Kbytes when measuring the age. compress uses several large byte arrays for arithmetic computation but it does not allocate more space during the lifetime of each of those arrays. Consequently, the byte arrays seem to die young. Figure 13 shows that reference arrays tend to survive longer than instance objects and especially char arrays. They also have a smoother age distribution than the other two types. Character arrays, on the other hand, either die very young (as in jack and javac) or to stay alive for most of the execution time (as in db). This observation suggests that segregating all arrays into type-specific heaps and applying different collection strategies to them might pay off. However, our benchmark suite may be too small to draw reliable general conclusions about type-specific age characteristics. Table 3 lists the average object sizes, computed separately for each of the five frequent object kinds. Again, these normalized numbers can be misleading in cases where they are based on a small sample size. Thus, for each type the table includes the percentage of total allocation per entry, and entries based on less than 5% of total allocation are shaded. For every application the graphs show the fraction of the current live heap that is dedicated to a certain object type; time is measured in allocated bytes. For example, after 100 Mbytes of allocation, the live portion of the heap for jess consists of 46% ref arrays, 32% instance arrays, 16% char arrays, 5% byte arrays, and 1% other array types.
Object Size
Instance objects clearly are the smallest objects on the heap. Depending on the application, their average size varies between 16 and 23 bytes. But char arrays are also fairly small, with an average size between 26 and 42 bytes. All other array types are less predictable; depending on the application they can range between a few bytes and several Kbytes. Given the small average object size, it appears imperative for implementors to keep the number of header words to a minimum; for example, even a single extra header word per object will increase mtrt's heap by about 20%. For every application the graphs show the fraction of bytes of a certain type that are still live at time X after their creation; time is measured in allocated bytes. For example, 22% of all instance object bytes, 13% of all reference array bytes, and 3% of all char array bytes survive the first 20 Mbytes of allocation in jess.
For better readability we prune all object types that represent less than 5% of the total allocation and mark their labels with the letter X.
Object Alignment
Since all program heaps are dominated by relatively small objects, object alignment can add a significant space overhead. All numbers in this paper are based on 32-bit aligned object sizes as explained in section 4.3. However, real JVM implementations may often align objects to other boundaries to simplify memory management or to satisfy hardware alignment requirements. For example, on many processors 8-byte data (i.e., long or double) must be 8-byte aligned (e.g., on SPARC, Alpha, and PowerPC); otherwise unaligned data accesses may incur significant access penalties (e.g., on Intel Pentium II processors). Sun's JDK 1.1.5 VM, for instance, aligns all objects to 8-byte boundaries. This extra alignment increases the heap size by up to 19% (see Table 4 ). The programs that suffer most from alignment, jack and mtrt, both have a high percentage of small objects. The reverse implication (programs with many small objects show high overhead) does not necessarily hold since the size of frequently-allocated objects may be a multiple of eight. For better readability we prune all object types that represent less than 5% of the total allocation and mark their labels with the letter X.
Potential Thread Locality
Java provides support for multithreaded applications, which can add a considerable burden to several aspects of the JVM implementation, including the allocator and the garbage collector. For example, the allocator must synchronize concurrent allocation requests, and the collector may need to protect against concurrent mutators. Some of this overhead occurs even when the application is strictly single-threaded. Typically, the collector also needs to suspend all mutator threads before starting a collection. Segregating thread-local data from global data could improve garbage collection efficiency by allowing per-thread collection. In this section we investigate the possibility of thread-local heaps.
What is a thread-local object? Several definitions appear plausible, for example, objects referenced by a single thread only, or objects reachable by a single thread only. In this paper we concentrate on the latter definition-an object is thread-local if it is provably unreachable from other threads; otherwise it is considered global. In accordance with the Java Language Specification [GJS96] , every object is allocated in a wellknown thread context and is only accessible by this thread initially. 1 In addition, no other thread can obtain a reference to a local object l unless the creating thread explicitly gives it away (makes it global) by:
• assigning the reference to l to a class variable;
• assigning the reference to l to an already global object; or by • turning another local object from which l is reachable into a global object (transitive closure).
Even when an object and its transitive closure are global, they may never actually be accessed by another thread, which makes our definition conservative. Once an object becomes global, we never revert it to local even if it later becomes again unreachable by other threads.
The remaining figures in this sections show various aspects of thread locality. Since an object can change from local to global at any point in time, a sudden drop in the percentage of local object bytes might be caused by a single large object becoming global, by a connected structure becoming global as part of a transitive closure, by the allocation of a large global object, or, when looking at live objects only, the death of local objects.
Local objects clearly dominate allocation (Figure 14) . This result is surprising even though most of the SPEC applications are single-threaded, because it means that most objects are never reachable from the global heap. All applications allocate some global objects during startup, but soon the amount of global data drops to less than 1% of the total allocated space. Only jack maintains a constant level of around 8% of global data.
In contrast, the live heap as represented in the right graph of Figure 14 presents Table 4 . Heap size increase due to 8-byte alignment contains only between 5% and 43% local data, but all other programs still contain at least 50% local data. In general, global data appears to be more common on the live heap, and to live longer, surviving the regular heap contractions. The graphs show the amount of thread-local bytes (left) and live tread-local bytes (right) as a fraction of total bytes allocated resp. live heap. For example, after 50 Mbytes of allocation, 99% of the heap in jess is used for thread-local objects; 70% of the live bytes at this point are dedicated to thread-local objects.
We consider an object thread-local if it can not be accessed by more than one thread, even though the application might currently be single-threaded. The graphs show the raw number (left) and the fraction (right) of thread-local bytes that are still live at time X after their creation. For example, 45 Kbytes (28%) of all thread-local bytes in javac survive the first 1 Kbyte of allocation.
We consider an object thread-local if it can not be accessed by more than one thread, even though the application might currently be single-threaded.
Indeed, Figure 15 and Figure 16 confirm this observation. Although global data is far less frequent, it has a significantly higher life expectation. It appears that when an object becomes global, it is likely to live on for a very long time if not until the end of the application. Intuitively, this behavior could result from global roots (i.e., static fields) that are rarely updated. Unless a static field is overwritten, anything reachable from it will remain live until the end of execution (or until the class is unloaded, which does not happen for the programs in SPECjvm98).
The locality results must be interpreted with care, since we measured mostly single-threaded applications. However, we can expect at least some families of programs (such as server applications) to be highly multithreaded with strong thread locality (e.g., pools of independent worker threads). In this case, using threadlocal heaps might improve GC performance.
Comparison With Other Studies
In general, it is difficult to compare empirical GC studies because each study uses different assumptions (e.g., nursery size, large object area), different techniques (simulation, code instrumentation etc.), different metrics, different benchmarks, and different languages. Nevertheless, we attempt to make some comparisons below.
Barrett and Zorn report lifetime quantiles for five allocation intensive C programs [BZ93] . They find that 75% of all objects survive less than 849-32,000 bytes, and that 91%-100% of all objects are "short-lived", i.e, die within 32 Kbytes of allocation. Stefanovic and Moss report a similarly high object mortality for SML/NJ [SM94] ; with the smallest nursery size setting of 32 Kbytes, the three ML applications presented have survival rates of approximately 2%, 7%, and 9%. In addition, the survival rate drops dramatically if the nursery size is increased to 250 Kbytes. The four Lisp programs measured in [Sha88] have a slightly lower mortality: between 5% and 25% survive the first 32 Kbytes, and approximately 2% to 8% are still live after 1 Mbyte. In comparison, Java objects appear to be more tenacious, with up to 99% of objects surviving 32 Kbytes of allocation and more than 10% still alive after 200 Kbytes.
The eleven benchmarks in the study of C/C++ programs by Detlefs et al. [DDZ94] have average object sizes between 15 and 249 bytes, with six programs over 30 bytes. In comparison, only one of our six benchmarks (compress) exceeds an average objects size of 30 bytes. Although [WJ+95] do not measure the average object size, they distinguish popular object sizes when presenting the memory profile for five C programs. We consider an object global if it can be accessed by more than one thread, even though the application might currently be single-threaded.
These programs, too, have larger object sizes than our Java examples with objects of several kilobytes being fairly common.
A few studies report numbers on type composition, such as Shaw for Lisp [Sha88] and Gonçalves for ML [Gon95] . Stefanovic and Moss analyze nursery survival rate depending on object kind in ML [SM94] . Since all three studies use different categories for types (e.g., Cons, Vect/String, Float, Object, Ratio, Symbol, and Fundef in Lisp), their numbers are difficult to compare to ours. However, it appears that the four Lisp programs analyzed in [Sha88] allocate less space for arrays than typical Java applications (2%-48%). This effect seems even more pronounced in ML; none of the 10 benchmarks studied in [Gon95] uses more than 1% for arrays. In addition, three of them use over 30% of their space for reference-free objects (real).
Conclusions
We have analyzed the memory allocation behavior of six large Java programs from the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite. All applications allocate significant amounts of memory (between 60Mbytes and 230Mbytes) but can run with a minimal heap size of less than 8Mbytes. Our observations confirm the weak generational hypothesis that young objects are most likely to die, although the result is less pronounced than in other languages-after one megabyte of allocation, up to 21% of all Java objects are still live.
Regarding heap composition, we found that both arrays and instance objects contain a high fraction of nonreference fields. However, only one application (mtrt) allocates a considerable number of instance objects containing no references except for the class pointer. When analyzing the heap for object types, we found that one kind of object (e.g., instance objects, or byte arrays) often dominates allocation, but none dominates all applications.
Eight-byte alignment, a technique used in many real JVM implementations, can increase the allocation rate by up to 19%, with a median of 5%. Extra header words (on top of the class pointer) are even costlier: given average object sizes around 20 bytes, a single extra word would increase the allocation rate by about 20%.
Despite the fact that all but one of our test programs are single-threaded, we were surprised to see that most of the allocated data (>99%) is strictly thread-local. (We consider an object thread-local if no other thread can access it.) Those objects that become global are very likely to survive for a long time.
We hope that this information will prove useful to JVM implementors when optimizing Java garbage collection and memory allocation.
